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Abstract
This paper presents a total system to register multiple range images to obtain complete object shape
in the case where their relative viewing positions are
unknown. T o determine the relative position of. each
viewpoint with respect t o a common world coordinate system, the correspondences of the object's planar faces are used. For non-polyhedral objects, we
produce a three dimensional convex hull of partial
shape of the object observed in each range image.
In the every two consecutive images, corresponding faces are found by matching adjacency graphs
of their large faces. Then, the relative rotations between all viewpoints are calculated simultaneo~islyby
least squares fitting with a constraint that the rotation matrix should he orthonormal with unit determinant. Relat,ive translations are obtained by simple
least squares fitting.
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Introduction

In order t o measure complete 3D shape of an object using range finder, we have to obtain range images from multiple viewpoints and integrate them.
Especially for complex objects containing many concaves, we have to arrange many viewpoints in 3D
space. However, it is difficult t o set them up accurately. In this paper, a method is proposed t o overcome this problem. Instead of the accurate viewpoints arrangements, we obtain range images from
sufficient number of arbitrary viewpoints and then
recover their accurate relative positions from d a t a
set themselves.
Many methods t o register multiple range images
obtained from unknown viewpoints have been proposed in the literatures[l][2][3]. Almost of them dealt
with rather simple shape or assumed that the positions of viewpoints were approximately known. Our
method does not assume both of them. We deal with
not only simple polyhedra but also coniplex objects
such as human hand shape.
To register the object's range images, we have to
find correspondences of some kinds of object features
observed in common in respective images and calculate their positional relationships. For these features,
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some methods[3] used planar faces of polyhedral object. The advantage of using the planar face is its
ease to find correspondences between respective images. It is also 11sefu1that the normal vector of the
plane is invariant to parallel translation.
To trrat complex objt.cts rather than polyhedra,
we prod~rcea three dimensional convex hull of partial
shape of the object observed in each range image. It
is always a part of the convex hull of the whole object. Hence, some faces of the convex hull are always
observed in common from different viewpoints. An
adjacent pair of planar faces of the convex hull is always observed adjacently in its range images, so that,
their correspondence between range images becomes
easy to find.
The positional relationships between viewpoints
are represented by rotation matrices and translation
vectors. To determine them accurately, we make use
of the constraint about the rotation matrices that
they should be orthonormal with unit determinant.
Section 2 shows the details of the process in the
system described in this paper. For the explanation,
we use an example model of human hand shown in
Fig.l(a). Figure l ( b ) shows two of its partial shapes
observed in the range images obtained from different viewpoints. We first produce three dimensional
convex hull of the partial shape of the object observed in each range image (Section 2.1). Then, we
find corresponding face pairs between them (Section
2.2). Finally we determine relative positions of all
the viewpoints and express each partial shape of the
object in a common world coordinate system (Section 2.3). Experimental results are shown in Section

Figure 1 . (a)A wooder~hand model used as an example object and fb)its partial shapes observed in the range images
obtained orrn d~fferentviewpoints.

2.3

Determining Relative Position of
Viewpoints

Finally, we determine relative positions of a11 the
viewpoints simliltaneously and express each l ~ a r t i a l
shape of tlie o1)jec.t in a common world coordinate
system.
I:ig~~re2. 'I'he resr~lting3U convex hull of two range images
of a hand model.

2.3.1

Notation

The positional relationship between i-th(i =
1 , . . . ,N) camera coordinate systeni and the world
coordinate system is represented by a rotation matrix R, and a translation vector ti. A point x in
the world coordinate systerri is expressed in the i-th
camera coordinate system with R, and t, a s
Figure 3. The correspondences of planar face pairs of the
corlvex t l l l l l .

3. All thtl range irriages used in the experiments were
obtained with a range finder which projects spatially
coded pattern on an object and calclilates the range
from its image I)ased on the triangulation principle.

The 3-th(3 = 1 , . . . , h l ) planar face is represented
in the world coordixiate system by a normal vector
n, and distance d l t o the origin, while, in the i-th
coordinate system, it is represented by nq and d l .
The relation between n , and nq is given as

System Configuration
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and the relation between dJ and

2.1

is given as

Producing of the Convex Hull

To produce a three dimensional corivex hrill of the
partial shape of the object observed in each range, image, we apply so-called "gift-wrapping" metliod[4].
This method siniulates wrapping of an object by a
sheet. We find a plane s~ipportedby three object
points such that all the object points except them lie
in one side of the plane. This plane will be a face
of the convex hull. However. because of the meas~irc~rr~ent
error, it is possible that these f x e s of the
resulting convex hlill may he divided into many small
triangles. To avoid such the division of the face, we
employ an eight way pertlirbation technique which
is an analogy of SoS(Simu1ation of Simplicity)[lj]. In
this technique, the object points are displaced with
small amounts in an outward direction. The vertices
supporting the face move relatively large amount and
the points on and near the face are forced to be placed
inside the face.
T h e convex hulls resulted for the two range images
of Fig.l(t)) are shown in Fig.2.
-

rtl,

From Eq.(2), we tieternline R,'s arid n , ' s first by
using nq's calculated from observed range images.

2.3.2

Rotation Matrix

Now, a matrix P is defined

a.7

Substituting Eq.(2) into Eq.(4), we have
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2.2

P=RN,

(5)

where

Finding Corresponding Face Pairs

Next, we find corresponding fare pairs between
consecr~tivetwo irnages in the series of range images.
To obtain srifficiently accurate relative position,
we find correspondences only between large faces.
We build adjacency graphs of large fares within
the each respective convex hull, and match the
graphs by evaluating areas of tlie faces.
T h e resulted correspondences for a pair of range
images of Fig.2 is shown in Fig.3.

Hence, R, and n, are determined by decomposing P
into 3N x 3 matrix R and 3 x M matrix N.
However, many of components of the P cannot be
obtained because every viewpoint has some invisible
faces. Then, we find the best decomposition with
respect t o the o1)srrved components n; of P. We
define a criterion fiinrtion ,J1(31 to bc minimized as
JI

h lln; - Rtn, 11'

=
1

J

(7)

where yij equals t o the reliability of the observation
nl is observed, and otherwise it equals to 0.
T h e val~ieXij depends on the accuracy of the observation of j-th fare from the i-th viewpoints. In the
following experiments, all XiJ's are set t o be 1.
As described before, we make use of the constraint
about the rotation matrices that they should be orthonormal with unit determinant. The rotation matrices which satisfy this condition are determined by
a n iterative algorithm. In the algorithm, when correct R i ' s are given, n j ' s minimizing J1 is easily obtained by standard least squares fitting, and when
correct n3's are given, each Ri which minimize J1 is
obtained according t o the theory described in [6].
If we assume that correct Ri's have been given,
nj's which minimize J 1 are obtained as the solution
of
w =Gn,
(8)
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Figure 4. Absolute estimation errors of rotation angles for the
number of visible surfaces.

where

(a)
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Figure 5.
The models used for the
(a)Non-polyhedral object and (b) polyhedron.
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2.3.3

experiment.

Translation Vector

Once R,'s and n j ' s are determined, ti's and djls are
obtained by standard least squares fitting. T o d o
this, we define a criterion function J2 as
and

On the other hand, if we assume that correct n j 7 s
have been given, each R, which minimize J1 with
constraint that it sho111d be orthonormal with unit
determinant is obtained by conditional minimization
of J 1 . It is realized by introducing Lagrange multipliers. T h e solution has been given in [6]. According
t o it, Ri is given as. follows. Let

t,'s and (,'s which minimize J2 are given as the solution of
v = Fp
(16)

Then, by the singular value decomposition, we have

where U i and V iare column orthogonal matrices
and Di is a diagonal matrix. Then, the solution is
given as

and

3
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where
diag[l, 1, -11,

if det wiNT> 0
if det w,NT< 0

'

Thus, the algorithm is:
1.I n i t i a l i z e R i l s f o r a l l i .
2.Update n j J s t o minimize J1 assuming
t h a t c o r r e c t R i p shave been g i v e n .
3.Update each R, t o minimize J1 assuming
t h a t c o r r e c t n j J s have been g i v e n .
4 . S t o p i f converged, o r go back t o 2 .

(14)

Experimental Results
Experimental Results of Determining Rotation Matrices

To examine the performance of the algorithm for
determining rotation matrices in Section 2.3.2, the
following experiments were done. In the experiments,
instead of observing the object from multiple viewpoints, we observe it from fixed viewpoint by rotating
it.
First, we applied our method to a set of synthetic
normal vectors. We generated twelve unit vectors
randomly in 3D space. And, we rotated the set of

these vectors by $rn radians (n = 1 , . . . ,12). Furthermore, we added Gaussian noise t o each observation in each set. T h e experiments were done for three
cases where t h e standard deviation of the added noise
was 0.001,0.01 and 0.05 radians respectively. Using
from 5 t o 8 vectors for each set, we estimated the
rotation angle by the proposed algorithm. Figure
4 shows t h e estimation errors of the angles. It also
shows errors of angles estimated by the method without the constraint of the rotation matrices.
As shown in Fig.4, for all cases, better results
were obtained by the proposed method than by the
method without the constraint. T h e improvement
brcamr distinct as the given noise was large. In addition, better results were obtained with nurnber of
the observed vectors.
Next, we applied our algorithm t o real range images of a complex object and a simple dodecahedron
shown in Fig.5. We observed each objects from 18
viewpoints respectively, by rotating them by 20 degrees. Table 1 shows estimation errors of the angles.
It shows the results obtained by the proposed method
along with t h e results by the following two methods:
(1) obtaining all rotation matrices simultaneously
without constraint,
(2) obtaining rotation matrices among two viewpoints successively with constraint.
As shown in Tablel, the best results are obtained
by the proposed method.
Finally, we show an experimental result about a
convergence of the iteration in the algorithm. We
observed the object shown in Fig.5(a) from 18 viewpoints by rotating the object 1)y 20 degrees. T h e convex hi111 of the object had 14 faces. T h e number of observable face from each viewpoint was 5 or 6. Figure
6 shows the values of J1 = C ,
y,] Iln) - R,nl 1'
in Eq.(7) with respect t o the number of iterations in
the algorithm. They are averages of every 100 trials. In each trial, R,'s were initialized randomly. It
also shows the results obtained by t h e Gauss-Newton
method without constraint of the rotation matrix.
T h e results obtained by the proposed algorithm converged a.3 well as the those by Gauss-Newton algorithm.

coordinate system.

4

C O ~ C ~ U S ~ O ~

A method t o register multiple range images has
been presented. T o deal with non-polyhedral objects, the 3D convex hull of the object was introduced. Then the correspondences of the faces of convex hull are found in such t h e way t h a t we build first
adjacency graph of comparatively large faces in the
convex hull, then match them based on thosr face
areas. Using this face correspondences, the relative
positions of respective viewpoints are calciilated by
the algorithm which takes account of the constraint
of the rotation matrix that it shoiild be orthonorma1 with unit determinant. Using this method, we
obtained complete shape of a complex target object.

:raint
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Figure fi. The value of J1 with respect to the number of
it,erations.
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3.2

Experimental Result for the Hand
Model

Figure 7 shows a reconstructed shape of the hand
model shown in Fig.l(a). We observed this hand
model from 6 viewpoints. Two of them were shown
in Fig.l(b). We produced first three dimensional
convex hull of partial shape of the object observed
in each range images(Fig.2), found correspondence
of faces(Fig.3), determined relative position of viewpoints, and expressed each partial object in the world
Table 1. Absolute estimation errors of rotation angles for
real ranne imanes shown in Fin.6. These values are shown in
degrees.
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Figure 7. The reconstrl~rtrrlshapr of the model of a hand
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